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Analog Books is a concept bookstore  that is located in Seattle, Washington 
within the Greenwood neighborhood. The concept of  the bookstore consists of  
branding, interior and exterior sketches, as well as a website that conveys the 
theme of  the bookstore.
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THRIVING

DYING

AMAZON

COME BACK

RISE OF...

DIGITAL AGE

most recent articles have been stating that there is 
a come back of  indie bookstores. The articles I found 
commonly stated how people were straying away 
from digital services, in need of  something a little 
more tangible. According to the American Book 
Seller’s Association, they recorded that since 2009, 
there was a growth in about 30% of  indie book sellers 
opening, with a rise of  10% in sales. This only 
accounts for 2,200 stores, so it could mean that the 
numbers could be significantly higher.

Existing stores are selling once more to 
a new generation of owners,” said Oren 
Teicher, the A.B.A.’s chief executive 
officer, noting that such stores could never 
be resold during the gloomiest years, 
when they were under threat from 
Barnes & Noble and then later, Internet 
sales. The indies now find that readers 
are looking for life beyond their comput-
er screens. They want to embrace books 
in all three dimensions and to select them 
in a tactile, less anonymous market-
place. Booksellers are fellow readers 
who converse knowledgeably and jot 
down their current favorites on helpful 
bookshelf notes.

According to theweek.com, they stated through 4 reasons 
why people are starting to congregate to indie books:
 

1. they offer an experience.

They stores all offer something new rather than a 
website that lacks human confrontation and tactile 
qualities.
 
2. the collections are curated in a humanistic way. 

Any dedicated employee would be able to make 
human recommendations to the readers and can 
offer a personal customer experience.

3. the selection is diversifying. 

Indie bookstores were more traditionally selective 
with their collections, however,  with the demand 
for more variety, they have started to offer a larger 
selection for the consumer.

4. They allow for a community to form.

Bookstores can hold events like book signings, 
read-alouds, and other occasions that allow people 
to come together to celebrate a common ground.

-the new york times

At your local independent bookstore, we 
want people to browse on their own 
time, on their own terms. We have 
recommendations scattered throughout 
the store — but that’s not why you come. 
You come because you want to make a 
discovery, one that will be your own.

-the seattle times

“

“

Because these independent bookstores 
are often reflective of the communities 
in which they are based, they can tailor 
their messages in a way that a super-
store or online retailer cannot and, 
perhaps, even interact with customers 
that they see regularly.

“
-publishing perspectives

Even though Amazon and other digital competitors 
have left an impression on today’s routine, many indie 
bookstores are trying to compete by leaving their own 
mark (whether through service or using the same 
technology themselves). As the cost of  technology is 
decreasing, many indie bookstores are taking the 
chance to use the same tech that larger corporations 
have implemented, and using them to their advantage.

These changes can be as a simple as promotions 
through websites or social media, but also more 
complicated implementations such as the technology 
used to operate businesses, such as POS systems, 
inventory, accounting, and web design. It not only 
improves their sales and customer base, but also helps 
to run a more efficient business.

POPULAR MEDIA 
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research travel in-store purchase leave storeTIMELINE 
OF EVENTS

POINTS OF 
INTEREST

CUSTOMER’S 
NEEDS

THOUGHTS 
& FEELINGS

CONTEXT

INSIGHTS 

THE WEB
REVIEWS
RECOMMENDATIONS

CAR
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
GPS
STORES//MALL
CARPOOL//FRIENDS
PARKING

SALES PERSON
AISLES
NAVIGATION
BROWSING
OTHER PEOPLE
READING

MONEY
CARDS//CASH
SALES PERSON
CASHIER
LINES//WAITING
EXCHANGE OF TENDER

NEW ITEM//EMPTY HANDS
CAR//TRANSPORTATION
FRIENDS//CARPOOL
READING
ENJOYING MERCHANDISE

REVIEWS FROM PEOPLE
TANGIBLE ITEM
OTHER OPTIONS 
SALES PERSON TO HELP

FINDING LOCATION
GPS
TIME

OTHER OPTIONS
PEOPLE
CHANCE TO READ
TACTILE EXPERIENCE

FUNDS
PROOF OF PURCHASE
IS THIS WHAT I WANT?
SURE OF PURCHASE

TIME TO READ

“IS THIS A GOOD BOOK?”
“DOES THIS INTEREST ME?”
“WHAT OTHER BOOKS ARE 
THERE?”
“WHAT GENRES?”
“AGE RANGE?”

“HOW LONG?”
EXCITEMENT
CURIOSITY
“WHAT WILL I FIND?”

OVER WHELMED
“WHERE DO I FIND THIS?”
“WHO CAN HELP ME?”
INDECISIVE

NERVOUS
“DO I HAVE MONEY?”
“IS THIS A GOOD PURCHASE?”
“AM I SURE?”

EXCITEMENT
IMPATIENCE
HAPPINESS
BUYER’S REMORSE

NEED NEW MATERIAL
RECOMMENDATION
ADS
PAST READINGS

DISTANCE TO STORE
AVAILABILITY
IN STOCK?
OTHER STORES?

OTHER CUSTOMERS
HIGHLIGHTED BOOKS
BEST SELLERS
AISLES TO PERUSE
SALES PEOPLE
OPINIONS//REVIEWS

PRICING
SALE ITEMS
VARIETY IN PRICES

NEW MATERIALS
FIND RELAXING ATMOSPHERE

PROVIDE A WAY FOR SOME-
ONE TO FIND NEW BOOK 
RECOMMENDATIONS OR 
EXPERIENCES WITHIN THE 
STORE

PROVIDE AN INCENTIVE TO 
COME TO THE STORE// 
ACTIVITIES OR EVENTS?

MAKE THE INSTORE EXPERI-
ENCE MORE ENGAGING SO 
PEOPLE WOULD SPEND MORE 
TIME WITH THE BOOKS

MAKE THE CUSTOMER FEEL 
SURE OF THEIR PURCHASE 
AND REDUCE BUYER’S 
REMORSE // PROVIDE OTHER 
OPTIONS BEFORE MAKING 
DECISIONS

MAKE IT SO THE BUYER IS 
EXCITED WITH COMING BACK 
TO BUY MORE BOOKS FROM 
THEIR EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE MAP
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The chart above shows the levels of  excitement 
throughout the bookstore experience. The icons show 
the various steps taken when going to the bookstore 
with the intention of  browsing and or buying a book. 
There are highs and lows in levels of  excitement 
when entering the store, so it’s important to keep it 
engaged as a holistically engaging experience.

the areas that show a lower reading on the excitement 
level relate to browsing, reading, and advertisements 
through media. Browsing and reading are both 
activities that are usually done alone so it’s harder to 
integrate an engagement witht he actual store. It’s 
possible to bring an element of  highlight, such as 
product reviews and best sellers, but with reasoning 
behind the decisions to highlight those products. 

JOURNEY MAP

ICONS COURTESY OF NOUN PROJECT
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Questions: Some Answers:

1 2JODY
age: 47
occupation: Grade School Teacher
neighborhood: Western Seattle

What brings you to this bookstore?
“This bookstore was on the way home, and I needed to get a new book to 
read to my classroom, and I wanted to browse for myself” 

inside the store: Children’s Section

Do you usually come here? What about corporate book-
stores?
“I usually come to independant bookstores because I want to support the 
local economy. Corporate bookstores are always too bright with their lights 
and all look the same, I like the nice wood furniture they use here.” 

How long do you spend in a bookstore (on avg.)?
“1 hour.”

How do you choose what books to buy?
“Usually what my friends tell me, I also like to look at the staff picks section 
or whatever the store advertises as employee favorites. If not, I like to ask 
the employees for recommendations, actually, a book I have right now was 
recommended to me by an employee.”

Is there something specific about this store that you like? 
What keeps you coming back?
“I like the pacific northwest vibe that the furniture has. I spend a lot of 
time here as well so I know the employees and I trust their information. I 
also know that they read the books they sell, compared to bigger box 
stores, the employees there don’t read the books.”

Aside from the books, what keeps you coming back?
“This isn’t a big box store. It doesn’t feel corporate where everything looks 
the same. It’s also in the neighborhood so we always see the same people 
each time. The employees are also really passionate and willing to help”

RYAN
age: 39
occupation: Pastor
neighborhood: Everett

What brings you to this bookstore?
“I came with a friend, and was at the Amazon bookstore, but we also 
wanted to check out another bookstore.” 

inside the store: Christianity

Do you usually come here? What about corporate book-
stores?
“I normally go to independant bookstores, especially if they have a used 
book section. I like looking for used books because it’s more like a treasure 
hunt, and you never know what you’ll find.” 

How long do you spend in a bookstore (on avg.)?
“1 hour.”

How do you choose what books to buy?
“I normally just browse around and see what I like. I will browse the used 
books and look around to see what I can find.”

Is there something specific about this store that you like? 
What keeps you coming back?
“The fact that they sell used books is really nice. I always try to keep an eye 
out for interesting reads. The layout is also nice because the shelves have 
adequate walking space between them.”

Aside from the books, what keeps you coming back?
“I don’t usually come to this bookstore, but I like that it has author events.”

NAME?
age?
occupation?
neighborhood?

What brings you to this bookstore?

where inside the store?

Do you usually come here? What about corporate 
bookstores?

How long do you spend in a bookstore (on avg.)?

How do you choose what books to buy?

Is there something specific about this store that you 
like? What keeps you coming back?

Aside from the books, what keeps you coming back?

How do you interact with the store itself?

How often to you visit the bookstore?

Can you lead me through your last bookstore visit?

Out of all the bookstores you’ve been to, what’s some-
thing you liked or stood out to you?

How do you interact with the store itself?
“Aside from browsing, I will speak to the employees and ask for their 
recommendations. I also sell books back for some extra cash.”

How do you interact with the store itself?
“I usually just keep to myself. Mainly just browsing, and if I need to talk to 
an employee, it’s about helping me find something. Not really suggestions.”

How often do you visit the bookstore?
“Once a week.”

How often do you visit the bookstore?
“I come around every two weeks, I guess.”

Can you lead me through yout last bookstore visit?
“That was a while ago. I was just looking for novels for myself, and just 
wandering around the store.”

Can you lead me through yout last bookstore visit?
“I just started browsing around, probably in the Christianity section and 
finding something that looks interesting.”

Out of all the bookstores you’ve been to, what’s something 
you liked or stood out to you?
“I really like the natural wood feel of this bookstore. I also enjoy how the 
employees are informed about their merchandise.”

Out of all the bookstores you’ve been to, what’s something 
you liked or stood out to you?
“I like the idea of nooks and crannies and being able to get your own 
private space to read. I also really liked the cafe in the back, that’s a nice 
touch.”

FIRST SURVEY RESULTS 
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Patterns:

Interviewed
Jody

Nick

Dean

Ryan

Michelle

Local area

frequently mentioned ideas

Comfortable setting

Author events

Children 

Community

Jody- “I really like coming here because it’s in the neighborhood and a close location to 
my house.”

Michelle- “Yeah, it’s really nice for when I’m on my way home because I can come in and 
make a quick stop inside.”

Ryan- “I was just at the Amazon bookstore, and I like it here a lot more because it seems 
so much more comfortable. The Amazon store is pretty bleak and looks really corporate.” 

Dean- “The way they decorate this place is nice, it feels really warm and inviting, 
compared to the big box stores that all look the same.”

Nick- “It’s really nice that this place has these little author events. It’s a nice way to bring 
people of  similar tastes together.”

Jody- “I’m a teacher so I really want to be able to get books for my classroom. I also 
want a place where I can bring my child and relax with them. This place has a nice 
corner for children, so my daughter can play around.”

Michelle- “I like bringing my daughter here because while I can browse for my things, she 
can sit in the rocking chair reading her own materials. It’s a nice way for both of  us to 
unwind.” 

Leiland- “I know that this store cares about its customers because they make an effort to 
get to know the customers, I know some people here by a first name basis.”

Michelle- “Well, I like to be able to learn more about my interests, so being able to hear 
the actual author speak about their work is nice.”

FIRST SURVEY RESULTS
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Questions:
Name?

age?
occupation?
neighborhood?

Why did you choose to come to this bookstore?

where inside the store?

What about this bookstore do you enjoy? (ie, 
layout, sta�, variety)

When shopping for books what problems do you 
encounter?

What do you think this bookstore does well?

Do you have any suggestions for other bookstores to 
do for the experience?

What frustrations do you encounter while shopping?

Do you have a routine when you come to the bookstore?

Interviewed
Kyle

Deborah

Nicole

Leiland

Brandon

Restaurant/bar

frequently mentioned ideas

Nooks and crannies

Reliable sta� for recs

Decor and enviroment

Community

Kyle- “Yeah, I stop here from time to time because there is a restaurant here and it’s 
convenient for when I’m looking for things to read.”

Nicole- “This bookstore is right in the neighborhood, so while I’m going home, I like to 
pop in and get a bite to eat.”

Deborah- “I like it when bookstores have little nooks and crannies, it makes reading a lot 
more fun and personal. It makes me want to stay here often.”

Nicole- “I like nooks and crannies because it’s all this extra space for me to relax and 
enjoy a book in the store, to help me know whether or not I should buy it.”

Brandon- “I usually don’t like talking to the staff  because other places like to bother me 
when I’d like to keep to myself, but this store has personable staff  who are actually 
knowledgable about the books they sell and can give me a good recommended piece that I 
can trust”

Leiland- “This store has a very nature-esque theme because of  all the wooden furniture. 
It’s refreshing rather than the furniture they use at big box stores where it’s all the same. 
I’d like more decoration though...”

Deborah- “The environment in this store is very calm and natural. It’s nice because it fits 
in with the surrounding area, the neighborhood has a lot of  trees and it’s really quiet so 
the furniture and theme matches.”

Leiland- “I know that this store cares about its customers because they make an effort to 
get to know the customers, I know some people here by a first name basis.”

SECOND SURVEY RESULTS
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Mirrel White: Political Enthusiast

“Books are great, and so is equality”

age: 27
occupation:  Pre-school teacher
education: University
likes to read: Feminist and political

Finding a bookstore with an interesting 
collection and atmosphere for reading.

goal:

Many bookstores have a limited section on 
feminist theory.

The employees don’t seem to be very educat-
ed in specific topics so they don’t give great 
recommendations.

Hard to find books within my interest

I don’t enjoy the employees bothering me 
when I’m looking for items.

frustrations:

narrative:

Mirrel is a 27 year old, spending her days educating 
the future minds of  society. She lives with another 
room-mate who is a waitress at a trendy bar. 

Mirrel’s schedule is very busy as her pre-school teacher 
job is not enough to make rent, so she has to take a 
side job as a night waitress at a skeevy bar that may 
attract some not so savory characters. Because of  her 
difficult life, Mirrel takes time to read while bussing to 
her work place, day and night. She mainly reads 
non-fiction and enjoys reading books having to do 
with feminist theory. Lately, Mirrel has been interested 
in Feminist art, showing attention to works of  Schnee-
mann, O’ Keefe, and others. To find her books, Mirrel 
usually goes browsing in whatever location is conve-
nient to her, it doesn’t matter whether it’s an indepen-
dant bookstore or not. 

PERSONA 1
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Kaoru Wada: Loving Mother
“My daughter chooses what we read together.”

age: 39
occupation:  Mother and engineer
education: University
likes to read: Biographies and Childern’s 

Find a bookstore with a good children’s 
selection and friendly environment. Also 
a restaurant/cafe would be ideal.

goal:

Some Bookstores don’t hold an adequate 
variety for children’s books.

If  they have a children’s section, many inde-
pendant bookstores dedicate only a small, 
tucked away section.

Not entertaining enough for my daughter.

Wanting to be able to enjoy good food and 
books in the same environment.

frustrations:

narrative:

Kaoru is mother and an engineer. She originally left 
Japan in hopes of  finding a new life, but ended up 
making new life with her daughter. She is a very busy 
woman, but makes time to spend with her daughter. 
Kaoru wakes up every morning at 6 to get ready for 
work, and to help her daughter get ready for school. 
She has a regular 9-5 job with a secure future, she 
mainly concerns herself  with getting home on time.

She often visits Third Place Books in Ravenna as there 
is a restaurant and it’s very close to her neighborhood. 
After their meal, she enters the bookstore and  browses 
while keeping an eye on her daughter in the children’s 
section. Personally, she prefers to read biographies and 
non-fiction. But because of  her lifestyle, she has a hard 
time finding time for herself  and 

PERSONA 2
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Nicholas Reed: LOVES USED 
“I love looking for used books, it’s like a treasure hunt everytime”

age: 39
occupation:  pastor
education: High School
likes to read: Christianity

Find a bookstore that incorporates both 
used and new books with a nice space.

goal:

Employees bother me too often, I don’t want 
to have unecessary conversations.

Many used bookstores don’t have an efficient 
method of  keeping track of  stock, so some-
times it can be frustrating looking for a book

Places that do sell used books tend to be 
cramped and have a poor layout.

Having difficulty choosing what books to buy.

frustrations:

narrative:

Nicholas is a 39-year-old Pastor who lives in west seat-
tle. Aside from his job as a Pastor, he also volunteers at 
the local soup kitchen to help prepare meals for the 
homeless. When he isn’t working or trying to improve 
the community, his outings are usually social escapades 
with his friends. 

Recently, he went to the Amazon Bookstore in Univer-
sity Village with a buddy of  his to see what the hype 
was about, but to be sadly unimpressed with the lack 
of  variety, but was impressed with the lower prices. 
Nicholas is a very specific type of  bookstore-goer. He 
only goes out of  convenience or if  he is invited to go 
with friends. He does prefer going to independant 
bookstores because of  the option to buy used books, 
but if  it’s out of  reach, he usually orders online. 

When he does go to a bookstore, he rarely wants to 
interact with the employees as he usually has a mission 
when going inside, and after it’s fulfilled, he’s out of  
the store.

PERSONA 3
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Nicholas isn’t a frequent bookstore-goer. He 
usually goes when in need of  new reading 
material or if  his friends invite him out on a 
new literary adventure. Nicholas’ journey 
through the bookstore goes as follows:

He has encountered ads for books but they 
never sat well with him, he prefers word of  
mouth through friends. Next, he leaves for

the bookstore, but transportation has always 
been a hassle as Nicholas doesn’t like driving, 
and finding parking has always been a diffi-
culty. Once inside the store, he dedicates his 
time to browsing or just buying the book and 
leaving, all depending on what his purpose 
for the trip was. But an interesting point to 
note is that he dreads employee interaction 
and will only talk to them if  he needs help 
finding something specific. Afterwards, he 
buys his book and goes home, reading on

occasion and taking a while to finish his 
book. Afterwards, if  he liked his read, he will 
recommend it to others and give it a good 
review, maybe even tell his fellow church-go-
ers to give it a try. However, it will be a while 
before he does go back for more, as he is only 
an occasional book shopper.  

JOURNEY MAP: NICHOLAS

ICONS COURTESY OF NOUN PROJECT
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Elliot Bay Book Company’s website is literally the same format as Queen Anne Book 
Company’s website. One of  the first things that caught my eye is the top bar and side 
bar should be reversed, as the shopping cart and log in information is usually on the top, 
so the user would naturally look there for the options, however it’s not obvious where 
they are later on. The information heirarchy is very confusing as well, the side bar places 
essential information about the store at the very bottom of  the webpage, which adds a 
pain point of  information accessability. When attempting to search for a book, the 
categories that you can specify get very detailed such as weight of  the book and number 
of  pages. However, the sliding mechanism for defining the number range for these filters 
can be inconvenient as they cover the closing option for the filter, unless you slide it. 

The user is able to buy books off  of  the website, however, the way the website is orga-
nized makes it less accessable. A person would start out by searching for a book and then 
realize there is an option to add it to their shopping cart to purchase afterwards. Or the 
books can be accessed through the “Bestsellers” page or through the recommendations 
from the staff, which is a bit confusing to navigate. However, the fact that the website 
offers information on the staff  and their reading interests allows the customer to create a 
closer bond to the business and employees. 

ANALYSIS: ELLIOT BAY BOOK COMPANY
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Elliot Bay Bookstore

1. Visibility of system status

2. Match between system and the real world

3. User control and freedom

4. Consistency and standards

5. Error prevention

6. Recognition rather than recall

7. Flexibility and e�ciency of use

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

10. Help and documentation

HEURISTIC PRINCIPLES

1. Visibility of  system status 2&3. Match between system and real world / user control and freedom

One of  the main occurances of  system status visibility is through the 
cart features, where one is able to buy a book online. It’s not obvious 
that you’re able to purchase books on the website until you reach the 
book’s actual page. Then, if  you click add to cart, it redirects you to 
another page with the confirmation that it was added. The action of  
redirecting the user to a different page is a pain point as it reroutes the 
user’s journey in the website to an unecessary added point. 

Previously, there wasn’t any indication of  a shopping cart feature in the 
layout, unless you did something to activate it. However, adding an 
item to the cart makes it appear. 

Removing an item from the shopping cart gives feedback that you 
completed the action, which is useful. It gives a simple explanation with 
relatable vocabulary to clearly demonstrate what happened. 

The website uses drop down navigation which is utilized in the top bar 
of  the website. The placement of  the bar seems poorly established as 
the information heirarchy shows that it should be a side bar rather than 
a top bar that further drops down, inconveniently covering some of  the 
options for the different pages to view.

Located in the heart of  Seattle's Capitol Hill neighborhood, The Elliott Bay Book 
Company is a full service bookstore, home to over 150,000 titles, set on cedar shelves in a 
multi-level, inviting unique atmosphere.We offer one of  the region's best selection of  new 
books, as well as a large collection of  bargain editions. Elliott Bay presents an unparalleled 
schedule of  author readings and events throughout the year.

HEURISTIC ANALYSIS: ELLIOT BAY
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4. Consistency and standards

5. Error prevention

6. Recognition rather than recall

7. Flexibility and efficiency of  use

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from error

When trying to sign into the website, and incorrect information is 
provided, the website does give feedback of  possible fixes for the errors. 
It gives the typical message of  an unrecognized username and password. 
The website also includes a solution to the problem with the option of  
retrieving your password. 

When searching for a book that happens to be spelled incorrectly, they 
try to inform the user of  a possible mistake and how they can fix it. 
However, this problem could have been fixed if  there was an autofill 
section where it shows suggested spellings for books. 

10. Help and documentation

A very minor example of  help and  documentation is through the 
search bar. Within the search bar is filler text which tells the user the 
types of  phrases they can search within the website’s database.

Elliot Bay Bookstore

For consistency and standards, the website is a bit backwards, as the log 
in block and shopping cart are set at the side of  the page, rather than 
the top of  the page which is somewhat standard. 

The store information is also placed at the very bottom of  the page on 
the same side bar, which is inconvenient and backwards considering 
importance of  info.

Considering error prevention, the main approach for this is additional 
labeling throughout the website such as “advanced search” to provide 
secondary options for action for the user. 

Something that should be introduced to prevent further mistakes by the 
user would be something like autofill, as people can spell titles and 
names incorrectly, which can retract from their experience.

Elliot Bay’s bookstore doesn’t have a solid aspect of  this principle. One 
of  the more solid examples is the wishlist option, as it allows people 
with accounts on the website to create a list of  books they wish to buy 
in the future. The website also shows the images of  the book covers so 
that the consumer is able to quickly recognize the book they may be 
looking for.

One of  the main usages of  efficiency is hyperlinking. Such as when the 
website is featuring a book, it also gives an hyperlink directing to the 
product page incase the consumer were to buy it.

Contrast: ruled squares are utilzed to distinguish information
Repetition: light green text on a dark green background represents labels
Alignment : strong center alignment of  content text, left aligned drop down and bar.
Proximity: a light rule is used to separate tags from the other options

Throughout the website, the layout doesn’t make use of  multiple design 
principles. It keeps the same typeface throughout the entire website, the 
only difference shown in design styles is through color and typeface size.  
The dropdown bars feature a different shade of  green to show differen-
tiation, however their design choices could look more powerful wtith 
the addition of  different type faces and weights. 

A site map at the bottom of  the webpage is also a convenient feature, as  
it allows the user to directly navigate to certain portions of  the website. 
Unlike the top bar, the information seems to be organized in a heirar-
chy of  basic importance. 

HEURISTIC ANALYSIS: ELLIOT BAY
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Book Larder seems to be one of  the more well designed websites for the bookstores in 
Seattle. The store focuses on selling cookbooks and building a community around the 
concept, which the warm colors and script font, the website has a very friendly and 
domestic appearance demonstrate well. 

The website is a bit redundant as on the home page, there is a dedicated space for 
upcoming events, however, the sidebar also has upcoming events listed (which can be lost 
realestate), which gives an extensive view of  later events. The top corner of  the website 
utilizes normal conventions of  logging in and searching for items, along with a block of  
store information. The top bar is also well labeled, with the distinct tab showing “shop,” 
which tells the user that they can buy books online. 

When you do press the “shop” tab, it displays all the cookbooks available, however, the 
order of  the books isn’t obvious. There also aren’t any filters for type of  cuisine which is 
a bit inconvenient, especially for a newer chef. 

However, the design of  the website is very consistent and appealing, with understandable 
heirarchy decisions and visual choices. 

ANALYSIS: BOOK LARDER
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Book Larder

1. Visibility of  system status

2. Match between system and real world

3. User control and freedom

4. Consistency and standards

One of  the few examples I could find of  the system status showing was 
through errors. For example, when searching for something in the 
search bar, but it isn’t spelled correctly, it gives the user the message of  
there being no search results that coincide with the terms used. Howev-
er, this isn’t so helpful, as it doesn’t provide any alternatives such as 
“Did you mean....?”

The entire aesthetic of  the website is very homey and organized. 
Something that the website utilizes well is the organization of  the store 
items. They use normal terms that everyday people would use to 
organize their belongings, or more specifically books. The user is able 
to search by category, publisher, and author which would be very 
common search filters. However, there is no option to search for the 
type of  cuisine, such as paleo, vegan, italian, etc.  

An example I stumbled upon for user control and freedom, was that if  
the user were to search something on the website, they would have the 
freedom to cancel their search with the “X” button at the end of  the 
box. However, the problem I have with this is that the click field is very 
small and can cause accessibility issues. 

For the website, it takes a standard format of  holding the shopping cart 
and log in option at the top of  the webpage, which makes navigation 
easier. It’s also convenient as once you add something to your cart, it 
displays the number in parenthesis. However, it would also take away 
an extra step if  it offered a drop down animation to show specifically 
what items are in your cart, and the ability to remove some.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of  use

When putting an item in the cart, the user may change their mind on 
the quantity of  items they wish to purchase. In the cart, there are 
arrows in the quantity box that give the user a quick way to update 
their items that requires minimal steps, exercising efficiency. 

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design

Contrast: different use of  type faces and color
Repetition: grey text for dates, and black for name of  events
Alignment : Strong alignment to left for dates and right for titles
Proximity: a light rule is used to events from eachother 

This website demonstrates better design than many of  the other Seattle 
bookstores. They use minimalist design by taking out unecessary 
information from first glance items, and make use of  different design 
elements such as color, rules, and mixing typography treatment.

5. Error prevention

When logging into the website and the user enters incorrect informa-
tion, it directly navigates to a page where it shows the error made, and 
the solution. For example, in the bottom image, it shows that I didn’t 
input the password in the required field.  However, the fact that it 
directly navigates to an entirely new page with just the error instead of  
the usual convention of  a red asterisk is inconvenient. 

6. Recognition rather than recall

Recognition rather than recall was a more difficult principle to grasp in 
this website as there weren’t many examples. But one of  the examples is 
if  the customer were to put an item in their cart, it gives all of  the 
information rather than having the user need to calculate or remember 
any values.

HEURISTIC ANALYSIS: BOOK LARDER
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Book Larder

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

In the case of  signing up for a newsletter, the website forwards you to a 
page where you can add all of  your information. If  a required field 
were left out and needed the information, the website uses the common 
red asterisk error, asking for the required information to help the user 
finish their task.

HEURISTIC ANALYSIS: BOOK LARDER

10. Help and documentation

Help and documentation wasn’t prominent throughout the website as 
things were set up in a simple format and didn’t require much explana-
tion. However, that doesn’t mean that it isn’t needed. For example, the 
page to buy a certificate was left with some vague phrasing. “Name on 
certificate” can cause a few people to ask questions, such as “who’s 
name?” This is where the option to share an explanation would be 
useful. My suggestion is to use the bubble with the question mark to 
signify that if  you hover over, there is an explanation waiting to be read 
and clarfied.
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The first thing that I’d like to address is that the overall visual design of  the website looks 
like someone figured out how to code html in 1997 and left it that way,19 years later. 
However, the graphic does a good job at telling what website this is, and the addition of  
photographs and the paw border indicate that this is a themed bookstore, although not 
the best execution. The website has the option to purchase books online, however, the 
design to show this isn’t intuitive and has the user use the search engine to find out, there 
is an indicator for a shopping cart in the top right corner, however, the website prioritizes 
cat photos rather than iconography to help the design of  the website. If  you add a book 
to your shopping cart, there is also no indicator of  what you have in your cart, and you’d 
have to navigate through the sidebar to access the cart which is a huge pain point. Once 
you interact with the website, it shows a navigation bar on the side that looks arbitrarily 
organized with no information heirarchy present. 

ANALYSIS: TWICE SOLD TALES
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The purpose of  this website is mainly to inform the potention customers of  any events. 
The sidebar is minimal and is left to essential store information which is convenient as 
it’s at the top of  the page, which is easy to access.

The website seems to be more community driven, as there isn’t an emphasis on purchas-
ing books. This website uses the same, out of  date system of  purchasing that the other 
websites use, which is finding books through searching rather than advertising available 
titles. Once you do add a title to your cart, it doesn’t give an option to see what books 
you have unless you click the “view cart” button, which is an extra step. Another thing 
I’d like to address is the small clicking range, for example, when you’re viewing the 
recommendations of  the staff  members, the photos of  the staff  aren’t clickable, but the 
text is linked, which is a smaller range, and less accessable. This website seems to be 
using the EXACT SAME format of  the Elliot Bay Book Company’s website as it has the 
same drop down menus, the same dimensions, and shopping cart visibility. I’d say that 
both websites suffer from the same problems

ANALYSIS: QUEEN ANNE BOOK COMPANY
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Mercer Street Book’s website caught my attention as the only page is the page pictured 
above. The only clickable links are the “MAP IT” button, the the blue bird which leads 
to a Jpeg image. Although this website doesn’t tell much about the bookstore, it serves 
one purpose and very well, which is just telling the store information for any incoming 
visitors. The illustration style and color scheme gives a very moody vibe for the store and 
with larger text saying “buy. sell. trade” gives enough information about what a customer 
can do at the location. Although, it would be nice to see more information about the 
bookstore such as a description of  what the business and culture is like, or an oppurtuni-
ty to see what sorts of  books they specialize in selling, or the staff. However, the lack of  
information is also mysterious and can possible entice the user to visit if  in the area as 
the lack of  information is somewhat refreshing but irritating. 

ANALYSIS: MERCER STREET BOOKS
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MOODBOARD
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children’s area with stuffed animals and a comfy reading space neon lights dictating the different sections/genres in the 
bookstore

an ipad or some sort of  technology that shows possible 
suggestions based on user input

author events where the community can gather around and listen 
to talks or read alouds

showcased artifacts displaying objects of  pop culture ie godzillaa cafe making use of  the space with a stage, sort of  like an open 
mic layout

clerks available to give recommendations or just people to talk to 
about books

Laid out suggestions of  the physical books for some specific 
genres each.

a shadow puppet show accompanying story times LCD screens reading aloud stories to audiences dissected books hilighting important parts of  stories to interest 
readers into trying out the books.

James Turrell-esque room with ambient lighting, with TV 
showing moments in movie adaptations.

an actual restaurant attached inside.

Making use of  plants and nature for the environment inside Very homey atmosphere with leather couches and tables for your 
coffee and reading

SKETCH IDEAS FOR ANALOG
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INTERIOR ILLUSTRATION
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ANALOG STORYBOARD
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MOTION STORYBOARD
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#AFD5D8 #AE0B1CB #D8D9EF

Merriweather, Regular

L O G O

C O L O R  SCHEME T Y P E FA C E S

Gotham Narrow, Thin

Mark Pro, Thin

Mark Pro, Bold
Mark Pro, Light

Baskerville, Regular

Baskerville, Italic

BRANDING
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Meet the Mascots

Quincy Penelope

Meet Quincy and Mirabelle. A couple of bunnies in love with eachother, but 
love books even more. So much that they have moved into the store.

He is the rabbit with the top hat. Even though he has taken 
residence in Seattle, Washington, he chooses to speak in his 
native tongue, French.

Aside from reading, he enjoys napping with the rest of  the 
stuffed animals, and collecting black top hats to further 
increase his collection. 

During store hours, you can catch him sitting on the book-
shelf, couches, and even accompanying the staff  during events. 
He is the life partner to Mirabelle, the rabbit with the bow. 
When they are together, they are usually seen latching arms, 
or wooing Mirabelle with his french. Bonjour!

Quincy:

Penelope is the rabbit with the red bow on her ear. She came 
to Seattle’s own Analog Books after her long voyage across the 
Pond from England. 

When Penelope isn’t napping on the couch, or reading excit-
ing romance novels, she is sipping her afternoon tea and 
tending to her pink fur.

While Analog Books is open, she is usually seen watching the 
store from the bookshelves, or playing with the children in the 
pillows. Penelope is the life partner to Quincy, but enjoys 
playing hard to get. She doesn’t want to seem like an easy 
rabbit, so she enjoys playing tsundere. 

Penelope:

QUINCY AND PENELOPE
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SHOPsearch VISIT USEVENTS CONTACT

Come join us
at

 Analog Books

3ABOUT

events

best sellers

staff picks

reading with Quincy
5/28
7 pm

Filth
Irvine Welsh

2012

I Am Pusheen the Cat
Claire Belton

2013

Damned
Chuck Palahniuk

2012

Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
Dr. Seuss

1990

The Wonderful Things You Will Be
Emily Winfield Martin

2015

forthcoming event

Flowers with Tiffani Turner
6/04

5:30 pm

make your own Quincy
6/13
4pm

Ghibli Night
6/29
7 pm

reading with Chuck Palahniuk
6/18
6 pm

later on...
Come Join us to read aloud the timeless 
children’s classic, Goodnight Moon, written 
by Margaret Wise Brown. Our reader,Hilda, 
will be accompanying Quincy.

“In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is 
a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight 
moon." And to all the familiar things in the 
softly lit room--to the picture of the three 
little bears sitting in chairs, to the clocks and 
his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to 
everything one by one--he says goodnight.”

SHOPsearch VISIT USEVENTS CONTACT

Come join us
at

 Analog Books

3ABOUT

events

best sellers

reading with Quincy
5/28
7 pm

forthcoming event

Flowers with Tiffani Turner
6/04

5:30 pm

make your own Quincy
6/13
4pm

Ghibli Night
6/29
7 pm

reading with Chuck Palahniuk
6/18
6 pm

later on...
Come Join us to read aloud the timeless 
children’s classic, Goodnight Moon, written 
by Margaret Wise Brown. Our reader,Hilda, 
will be accompanying Quincy.

“In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is 
a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight 
moon." And to all the familiar things in the 
softly lit room--to the picture of the three 
little bears sitting in chairs, to the clocks and 
his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to 
everything one by one--he says goodnight.”

Top Half
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Waiting
Kevin Henkes

2015

The Trials of Apollo: Book One
Rick Riordan

2016

A Man Called Ove: A Novel
Fredrik Backman

2015

The Life We Bury: A Novel
Allen Eskens

2014

Inspiralized
Ali Maffucci

2015

recommended for you

Milk: Momofuku milk bar
Christina Tosi

2011

Kamisama Kiss vol. 21
Julietta Suzuki

2016

Honey So Sweet vol. 2
Amu Meguro

2016

Go Set a Watchman
Harper Lee

2016

The Martian Chronicles
Ray Bradbury

2012

store information

Address: 8421 Greenwood Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103

Hours: Monday-Friday: 
Saturday: 
Sunday:

11am-8pm
12pm-9pm
CLOSED

Phone: (206) 000-0000
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This project was 
split into 3 different 
stages of work:

Research

To make a bookstore, research is one of  the prime constitutions within 
executing this project. Analog books is supposed to be an independent bookstore 
within the Seattle area, specifically within the Greenwood neighborhood. 
Because independent book stores are a very specific community, I conducted a 
popular media scan to see what articles were being written about them and 
understand the situation. Afterwards, I made a journey map to understand the 
experience of  a book store goer, and the emotions that they are experiencing 
during their visit. 

To learn more about the supportive customer base of  independent book stores, 
it was essential to get to know them. On two separate occasions, I conducted 
interviews with 5-6 people. The questions surrounded ideas such as:

“What keeps you coming here?” 
“Why did you choose to come to this bookstore?”
“When shopping for books, what problems do you encounter?”

I also asked questions about general demographics, asking about occupation, 
their age, the neighborhood they live in, and just where they were standing 
inside the bookstore. Most of  the questions surrounded ideas of  overall experi-
ence and customer service. Outside of  the interviews, I tried to have conversa-
tions with the interviewees, to get more information on the personal lives and 
goals of  the customers. I found out information pertaining to the customer’s 
children, and what sort of  environment they feel more comfortable in. 

After the interviews, I looked at all of  the responses and took any patterns that 
showed up, like have nooks and crannies, a sense of  community, children,  and 
reliable and knowledgable staff. With that data, I took what I learned and was 
able to get a general sense of  what would be appropriate for an intended 
audience, and came up with 3 personas:

Mirrel White
Kaoru Wada
Nicholas Reed

With the personas in mind, I was able to create a bookstore with an intended 
audience. After the personas were created, I set out a journey map for a specific 
persona to understand their take on the bookstore experience. 

Because most of  the independent book stores in Seattle have websites, I also 
conducted a heuristic analysis on their websites to see what was and wasn’t 
working, and how to improve them. With those critiques, I applied them to my 
own website design to cater to my own intended audience. 

Creation

Creation is the product of  research, as with the information that I was able to 
gather, I am now able to create an image of  what I want my book store to be like. 

One of  the first stages of  the creation flow was the mood board, which is a 
collection of  images that demonstrate the sort of  environment and atmosphere 
that I want my bookstore to express. Afterwards, I created small thumbnail 
sketches that show possible ideas that I want to implement into the store as well.

Later on, the brand wheel was created to rationalize the ideas that I want 
expressed by the brand. The brand wheel was meant to essentially create a 
brand identity to allow the customers to understand what kind of  business the 
bookstore would come to be. 

With the first process, I decided that I wanted to implement the theme of  a 
storybook wonderland within my bookstore, expressing an ethereal and 
fantasy-esque environment. 

To take the image I have in mind for the store, I drew interior and exterior 
sketches in a delicate style to demonstrate what I envision the inside and 
outside would look like. 

After I was able to establish what I wanted the overall image of  the store would 
look and feel like, I drew a storyboard which establishes the experience that a 
child would have when entering the establishment. Because the possibility of  
making an animation was given by my instructor, I created a motion story-
board. The storyboard shows a child walking by the bookstore, but catches a 
glimpse inside and is automatically enticed to enter the store. Because of  the 
creation process, I was able to establish what sort of  environment and atmo-
sphere my bookstore would emit. 

PROCESS OVERVIEW
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Execution

Execution was the last portion of  the project, where the creation stages 
and research stages wrapped together to create the final products. Most of  
this stage was related to items surrounding branding and the website of  
the bookstore. 

Considering branding, I chose specific typefaces and colors to emit a 
dreamy and ethereal appearance. For typeface, I went with geometric san 
serifs (Mark Pro and Gotham) that had a range of  weights. The san serif  
typefaces still emitted a delicate but modern feel. Otherwise, I also utilized 
two serif  typefaces (Merriweather and Baskerville). Baskerville’s typeface 
was used for the body text, and the italics were utilized for subtext. They 
read beautifully which is why I wanted to use them for the project. Merri-
weather is a much heavier typeface which has bold serifs and balances out 
the thin weights so that the entire bookstore’s process doesn’t seem to 
delicate and otherworldly. 

Another aspect of  the store that I brought was the idea of  two mascots. 
They are pink rabbits, one male and female, named Quincy and Penelope, 
respectively. The rabbits were meant to add a theme of  childlike wonder 
and act as a mascot behind store events like story read aloud, where the 
employee would have a plushy of  the rabbits or a puppet that would aid 
the employee in the activity. The rabbits also serve as a nod to Lewis 
Carrol’s “Alice in Wonderland” which was a large inspiration for the 
store’s theme. 

PROCESS OVERVIEW
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